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Abstract
This article deals with a method for the time and space superposition of data acquired in the dynamical testing of large
structures. The method permits two procedures comprising the integration of sets of measurements taken at different
times and the integration of sets of measurements taken at different places. The latter is a very useful feature when dealing with huge structures, such as big buildings comprising a number of different architectural details. The validation of this
method is a case study consisting of many dynamical tests performed on an ancient castle.
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Introduction
Generally, the acquisition of experimental, technical
and scientific accelerometric data is a consolidated practice. In most cases, quite a few acquisition points are
sufficient to realise good modal analyses, and test point
measures are easily collected and elaborated. Other
common situations are those in which test points are
predefined measurement locations, often built with the
apparatus to be monitored.1 In this latter situation, we
mostly refer to large turbomachinery plants (e.g. power
plants) where continuous vibration monitoring is performed in order to obtain real-time diagnostic data.2
For these cases, the set of test points and the acquisition
apparatus are very finely tuned with each other. In
these, let us call them ‘regular circumstances’ when a
vibration test is performed, it can be studied promptly
in terms of fast Fourier transform (FFT) or frequency
response function (FRF) and subsequent modal reconstruction when appropriate. In fact, a researcher is then
scarcely motivated to perform data superposition before
analysis. On the contrary, when more than one set of
acquisition data is present, it is a quite common practice
to mediate over already ‘cooked’ data, as in an FFT.
Accelerometric data are often acquired for detecting
damage and monitoring the health of structures.
Damage detection and the health monitoring of structures can be investigated by analysing and comparing
acceleration time histories.3 In this case, a data fusion

technique can be applied with the purpose of integrating data from a multitude of sensors to make a more
confident damage detection decision than is possible
with any one sensor alone. In many cases, data fusion
is performed in an unsophisticated manner such as
when one examines relative information between various sensors to obtain mode shapes. At other times,
complex analyses of information from sensor arrays
such as those provided by artificial neural networks4
are used in the data fusion process. Locations of damage can also be predicted by investigating qualitative
and quantitative changes in mode shapes and natural
frequencies, which are obtained from accelerometers
placed on the structure of interest. Several authors have
performed studies on damage detection and health
monitoring of structures, and much original and interesting work has been produced. Literature on this subject is vast, and hence, for the sake of brevity, just a
few relevant works concerning civil structures are cited
here. In the study by Krishnamurthy et al.,5 a rigorous
theoretical framework is presented for the analysis of
the effects of time delays in the system response
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acquired by wireless sensors, which are becoming
increasingly popular due to the need to reduce the
installation and maintenance cost of structural health
monitoring systems. In the study by Yan et al.,6 a general summary and review of methodologies for structural damage detection using vibration data are given.
In the study by Armstrong et al.,7 the results of nondestructive damage detection of model brickwork
arches using modal testing were presented. The problem of damage detection using output-only vibration
measurements under changing environmental conditions was tackled by Deraemaeker et al.,8 and the
methodology proposed was validated by studying a
damaged bridge subjected to environmental changes. A
modified genetic algorithm that uses modal data in
order to detect structural damages was described in the
study by Meruane and Heylen.9 Early stage damage of
masonry structures can also be detected by collecting
periodically stored accelerometric data. As an example,
Ramos et al.10 presented an investigation, using a limited number of sensors and accelerometers to collect
the data, into the damage of two Portuguese monuments. The methodology proposed is based on modal
analysis. The placement and number of sensors is a crucial issue.1,11 This is particularly true for large structures like civil structures. In fact, the accelerometers
must be placed such that enough information is
obtained to perform the subsequent dynamic analysis.
This can result in a difficult and uncomfortable experimental set-up, due to the large number of sensors, long
cables and expensive equipment necessary to acquire
the data.
The aim of this article is to present a method for the
time–space superposition of data acquired during dynamical tests of large structures. The method permits two
steps consisting of the integration of sets of measurements taken at different times and the integration of
sets of measurements taken at different places. In particular, the technique allows the correlation of measurements collected at different times and in different
spatial situations, which share just one common point
between them. This is particularly useful for health
monitoring of large structures. In fact, the method
allows tests to be performed using laboratory equipments that are undersized compared with the output of
the physical object under test. We stress that this is very
common in the dynamical investigation of buildings.
Let us add that the test method used here, based on the
correlation of signals over time, even allows the addition of test data (which may be considered useful at a
later time) to the data already acquired.
The method is applied to a case study concerning
the vibration analysis of an ancient castle situated in
the north of Italy, for which the typology of dynamical
tests that can be executed on it is quite large. The technique elucidated in this work has been tested on this
case study with success, although the future challenge
is to combine larger amounts of data, drawn from a
very wide range of scenarios.
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The problem of different time–space
locations for test points
Statement of the problem
In introducing the problem, we outline here two different circumstances that this work considers.
The first circumstance embraces those cases in which
the tests are repeated for the same points at different
times. This obviously includes simple cases in which
you repeat the measurement over a well-defined set of
points and where you would like to mediate over this
set before performing any mathematics on this acquisition. We can think of this step as a way of combining
data acquired at different times. You can combine or
compare using this method two subsequent
instrumented-hammer excitations, as well as data coming from very different time perspectives, for example,
data acquired years apart. We remark from now that
the set to be time superposed or compared is not
required to be strictly homologous, that is, one or more
test points may be lacking from one of the involved sets
of data, which links into the second of the circumstances in which this method can be used.
In fact, this second main application consists of
combining sets of points belonging to measurements
carried out at different times and at different locations.
This may occur when your equipment is not capable of
extending over the entire region to be tested. For example, we may have to perform dynamic tests over big
buildings with a considerable number of points. In
2008, we tested the bell tower of a church in Parma
(Italy) together with its dome; the acquisitions were
carried out at two different times, and the two sets of
data presented just one common testing point (see
Figure 1).12 For these two aspects of data acquisition,
wide areas and different times, this article presents a
methodology along with some practical results.

Mediating data (‘time correlation’)
From an abstract point of view, a question like this
may arise: To what extent does it make sense to superpose time-based sets of data acquired with accelerometers for the same structure but in different
circumstances? The following data treatment is based
on real elaborations that gave very satisfactory heuristic responses, as described in section ‘Development of
the method and application to a case study’.
As shown in Figure 2(a), suppose we have four testing points: ABO and the (source) excitation point S.
Now suppose we have two or more sets of timeacquisitions but not necessarily of the same time length.
Excitation may have been provided by one impulse for
each set and performed via an instrumented sledgehammer S. In these circumstances, it is obvious that a blind
superposition of two or more sets is completely meaningless. However, what we can try to do is to find the
best correspondence between the two signals s and v by
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Figure 1. Dynamical identification of the church of S. Maria in Parma, Italy: (a) the church, (b) accelerometer layout with the ‘glue’
point 0 and (c) experimental identification of the modes of the dome.

looking at their correlation. This can be done by calculating the delay with which the two sets of measurements overlap, which is provided by the maximum
(x-axis) of the cross-correlation function
CðtÞ =

ðt1

½s ðtÞ  vðt  t Þdt

ð1Þ

t0

If s = v, then equation (1) gives the autocorrelation,
which is the cross-correlation of the signal with itself.
The operation of transposition and conjugation in equation (1) is indicated only for the sake of completeness, as
in our case, the signals are real and one-dimensional.
From now on, equation (1) can be indicated as Corr[s,v].
As an example, we can refer to Figure 3(a), in which
the correlation process between two signals is shown.
Equation (1) gives an assessment of the degree of similarity between the two signals, resulting in relative large positive values for similar values of s and v but otherwise near
zero. In particular, the maximum of this function, shown
in Figure 3(b), gives the time-shift of the two signals. The
result (Figure 3(c)) shows the v signal shifted by this time
amount. Now, these two signals can subsequently be

averaged and treated as a ‘single’ signal, which can be correlated to other homologous signals. This allows the
superposing of as many signals as needed.
Treating sets of many measurements that refer to
many points, as in Figure 2(a) set ABO, can be
remarked as being very insensitive on the choice of data
point chosen to establish the time-shift. This feature is
important because it underlines the fact that no point is
privileged over others and that all spatially separated
but contemporaneous measurements carry the same
time-shift information.
Once the time-shifts have been established and the
superposition carried out, signals may be elaborated via
FFT or FRF or any other suitable treatment. To explain
better this statement, section ‘Development of the
method and application to a case study’ presents a comparison between row data FFT and the superposed data.

Adding acquisitions from different locations (‘space
correlation’)
The important result indicated above enables us to correlate measurements collected at different spatial
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Figure 2. Schemes of (a) points of measurement acquired at different times and (b) points of measurement acquired at different
spaces.

Figure 3. (a) Two signals s(t) and v(t), (b) resulting time correlation function and (c) time-shift of signal v(t) computed using time
correlation.

situations that share just one common point between
them. Figure 2(b) depicts this situation, which repeats
the configuration of ABOS in Figure 2(a) with the addition of measurement points C and D. Now, we are able

to correlate sets of measurements belonging to configuration ABOS with, for example, measurements
belonging to configuration BCOS or, alternatively,
CDOS. When the data of ABOS and the data of BCOS
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are merged, we have two points over which it is possible
to perform a correlation. However, when we superpose
ABOS with CDOS, we have just one point with which
to correlate the two sets. In our opinion, after accurate
elaborations elucidated in section ‘Development of the
method and application to a case study’, no significant
changes or improvements are brought by the redundancy given by the two points of correlation.
It can also be pointed out that when sets belonging
to different configurations (space superposition) are
superposed, one can start from raw ABOS data or from
the already superposed ABOS data. However, it has
been found that differences in different time–space correlation orders can be neglected, as discussed in the case
study. This allows tests to be performed using ‘normal
testing facilities’ and for them to be superposed arbitrarily in order to obtain a wider scenario. We point out
that the sets of data ‘made aligned’ using this method
require at least one ‘common point’. If the two (or
more) subsets contain points with very weak correlations among them, this method yields less accurate
results.

Development of the method and
application to a case study
Experimental testing on the ‘Zena’ ancient castle
In order to validate the heuristic theory introduced in
the previous sections, a case study is now presented
and discussed. The experimental activity was recently
conducted at the castle of Zena, near the town of
Piacenza (Italy). Due to its age, the date of the foundation of this castle is not precisely known, but archived
documents and ancient chronicles of Piacenza report
that in September 1216, during a march towards the
nearby lowland, infantry and knights from the closest
villages passed by and devastated the castle. Since that
time, it can be easily imagined that the structure, the
internal layout, the furnishings and architectural spaces
have undergone many alterations, changes and renovations. Because of the significant architectural interest
and historical importance the castle holds, in recent
years, a large number of studies have been carried out,
transforming the castle, that is a private residence, into
a kind of laboratory for universities, research centres,
scholars and experts in the field of civil engineering,
geophysics, architecture and structural restoration.
Teams of two departments of the University of
Parma, the Department of Industrial Engineering and
the Department of Civil Engineering, conducted the
dynamic tests now illustrated. In particular, the tests
discussed in this work consist of the vibrational excitation of a relatively small part of the castle (two rooms)
and dynamic identification of this structure. The maps
in Figure 4(a) and (b) give an idea of the internal structure of the castle and of the rooms in which our team
operated, respectively. The sensors were placed on the
floor of the rooms. Tests were performed with two

Figure 4. (a) Planimetry of the first floor of the castle and
(b) rooms U and W in which our team operated.

specially designed pieces of equipment – an instrumented hammer shown in Figure 5(b) and an exciting
mechanical vibrodyne – three accelerometers, a
National Instrument acquisition unit and a notebook
personal computer (PC). In this work, only hammerexcited vibrations are considered, leaving other data
for further developments. The small number of accelerometers used in the experiment was deliberate, forcing
the use of the techniques for the composition of signals
that constitute the core of this study.
Finally, a comparison between the experimental data
and a numerical simulation was carried out. In order to
identify the structure vibrational modes, a structural
investigation was also made with the support of finite
element (FE) models. Once the model characteristic
parameters are identified, the comparison between the
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Figure 5. Experimental tests: (a) acquisition of signals and (b) excitation with the instrumented sledgehammer.

experimental and numerical data repeated in time may
in fact identify some ailments from which the castle is
suffering.
These experimental tests constitute a ‘test case’ for
the heuristic technique used to correlate measurements
executed in different time–space locations. The arrangement of the accelerometers and the dynamic execution
of the tests are illustrated in Figure 4. In particular, the
scheme of Figure 4(b) shows the positions of the accelerometers at the corners of the room, indicated with
capital letters from A to D, where O is the position of
the central accelerometer (never moved during the different tests). The approximate location of the point at
which the instrumented impact hammer operated is also
shown.

Time-correlation and mediating of data
Let us call the ‘accelerometers configuration’ (for brevity ‘configuration’) a precise layout of points of measurement. In our case, we have four layouts: ABO,
BCO, CDO and DAO for each room U and W. Three
excitations were performed for each layout of accelerometers with the consequent acquisition of sets
T1(ABO), T2(ABO), T3(ABO), ., T2(DOA),
T3(DOA), for room U (first data set) and room W (second data set). As a first step, for the purpose of demonstrating some of the properties of the superposition
technique, we perform a superposition of the three
measurements for each configuration: superposition of
T1(ABO) with T2(ABO) and T3(ABO) obtaining
Tm(ABO), which contains a sort of mean value of the
acquisition for the accelerometers A, B and O. Figure 6
shows this procedure and the sequence of operations
over T1, T2 and T3 for location A only.
In particular, Figure 6(a) shows the three acquired
signals. By simple visual inspection, it can be seen that

they are uncorrelated. Figure 6(b) shows the result of
the correlated and averaged signals T1 and T2 (black
line), while T3 (green line) is shown for the sake of
clarity. Figure 6(c) shows the correlation and final
amplitude average of the three signals. The result of
this process gives a single signal Tm(A), which can be
elaborated, used for subsequent analysis or for other
correlation processes. Although the signal Tm looks
very similar in amplitude to the original signals T1, T2
and T3, the effect of the superposition is heavy and evident in the frequency domain, as shown in Figure 7.
The signal on which we perform the convolution is
totally arbitrary; in other words, A, B and O can be
chosen without any evident advantage/disadvantage.
Finally, we point out that one of the more valuable
benefits of this procedure is that very smooth and,
hence, easily interpretable FFTs are obtained. As an
example, Figure 7 shows the comparison between the
FFTs of signal A acquired from the first test, second
test and third test with the average obtained using the
procedure described above, that is, T1, T2, T3 and Tm,
respectively. It can be seen that the cross-correlated and
averaged FFT (black line corresponding to Tm) is
smoother than the other FFTs and does not alter the
‘trend’. This result is particularly significant because
identification of the peak values of the FFT, and therefore of the natural frequencies, becomes more evident
and unambiguous. At this point, the process can be iterated by adding tests with different time–space natures.

Adding points and ‘space correlation’
The proposed procedure allows the exploitation of the
time correlation of different signals to obtain accelerometric data at different positions using a small number
of accelerometers. As explained in section ‘Adding
acquisitions from different locations (‘‘space
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Figure 6. Correlation of signals at position A, room W: (a) signals acquired from three tests, (b) first correlation (time delay =
11.2 ms) and (c) second correlation (time delay = 398.1 ms).

section, as an example, three different ways to manage
the signals are illustrated, and the achieved results are
shown and discussed. These three schemes of time–
spatial correlation are depicted in Figure 8. However,
different schemes of correlation and averaging were
investigated. It has been stated that differences in the
final results are negligible, showing that the order of
time correlation, or the ‘glue’ point, can be chosen as
the analyst desires without altering significantly the
final results. This allows an ‘arbitrary’ and straightforward treatment of data.
To describe the procedure, the acquired signals are
denoted as follows:

Figure 7. Amplitude of the FFTs of signals T1, T2, T3 and Tm.

correlation’’)’, to obtain data as they were acquired
using more accelerometers during a single test, just the
position of one accelerometer must remain fixed, while
the positions of the others can vary. We will call this
fixed point the reference or ‘glue’ point.
Starting from that point, different schemes of correlation can be chosen to obtain the final result. In this



Xij: X denotes the accelerometer position, i denotes
the configuration and j denotes the acquisition, for
example, A13 denotes the signal acquired at position
A, first configuration ABO, third test;
Xim denotes the signal correlated and superposed
over the three tests and acquired at position X,
while i denotes the configuration as described in
section ‘Development of the method and application to a case study’: for example, A1m refers to the
signal acquired at position A, correlated and
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Figure 8. Schemes of possible time–space correlation and superposition of signals: (a) time–space correlation between superposed
signals of points A, B, C and D; (b) time–space correlation between repetitions of tests Ai, Bi, Ci and Di and (c) hybrid method.

superposed, as it was acquired by a single test in
the first accelerometer layout ABO.
In the schemes depicted in Figure 8, the arrows
denote the correlation and superposition of signals; the
choice of the reference signal to obtain the time-shift is
arbitrary because as already pointed out, differences in
the time-shift are negligible. The first scheme shows the
way to obtain a time-correlated dynamical response of
the room through the ‘glue’ point O, via the correlation
of superposed signals corresponding to each configuration 1 . 4. In the second scheme, the space correlation
is initially carried out between each configuration, and
the obtained correlated signal sets (one for each test
repetition) are then superposed to achieve a final set.
The third scheme depicts the general situation, in which
one can arbitrarily choose the accelerometer configuration i and the acquisition j, in order to carry out the
correlation–superposition or vice versa. We will call
this latter method the ‘hybrid method’.
Figure 9 shows the results of this elaboration, that
is, the final FFT amplitudes of room W are computed
by applying scheme 1, scheme 2 and scheme 3. This figure shows excellent agreement between the results,
characterised by smooth curves with a low level of
noise. The same conclusion can be drawn when the
final FFT was evaluated using different correlations

and average schemes. Again, the time-shift obtained
from the correlation of different positions is the same,
for example, the time-shift between O1m and O2m is
equal to the time-shift between A1m and A2m, between
B1m and B2m and so on. Thus, any accelerometer location can be used to correlate the signals.
These results show that the measurement procedure,
based on the use of just three accelerometers conveniently arranged during subsequent tests, is an efficient,
satisfactory and economic solution for dynamic measurements of the room. It is of worth pointing out that
the procedure allows the avoidance of using expensive
multichannel equipment, which as already stated is particularly significant for dynamic tests of large
structures.

Identification and comparison with finite element
analysis (FEA)
An FE model of room W was developed to identify the
natural (damped) modes of the structure under examination. As is well known, a model consists of various
quite separate details. The geometrical definitions are
often well known, whereas the constraints and
physical–mechanical properties are less well known.
In our case, after an identification phase well described
in the study by Garziera et al.,12 which is aimed to
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Figure 9. Room W: amplitude of the FFTs for points ABCDO obtained applying the procedures of schemes in Figure 8 (black
point line: scheme 1; red line: scheme 2; blue dashed line: scheme 3).
FFT: fast Fourier transform.

match the first two natural frequencies, we obtained an
elastic modulus E = 21 GPa and the density r =
2.3 kg/dm3.
The model was developed with the commercial multipurpose FE code ABAQUS, using three-dimensional,
8-node hexahedron, general-purpose, 6-DOF finite
membrane strain shell elements with reduced integration (SC8R). It consists of the floor of the room and

not of the underlying structure of vaults, which in this
case are ‘light’ and not stiff (they are filled with straw).
The model consists in about 40,000 nodes and 10,000
elements (average size = 10 cm). The linear freevibration procedure has been adopted in the calculation
of the first natural modes. An initial set of mechanical
and physical parameters of the floor structure was tried
to match the frequency of the first mode and initiate
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Figure 10. The first three modes obtained from the FE model of room W.

the identification procedure. The uncertainties about
the real inhomogeneous structure to the constraints
and weight of the underlying vaulted ceiling have been
overcome, again following the path and procedures
described in detail in the study by Garziera et al.,12 and
thus not reported here for the sake of brevity.
A good agreement with the first three experimentally
determined frequencies has been found iteratively via a
proper tuning of parameters (such as elastic modulus
and density) and a perfect tied constraint on the
four sides of the room. The first three modes obtained
from the numerical model of room W are shown in
Figure 10.

Developments
The correlation features illustrated in this work could
also be used under different circumstances. The first
and perhaps the most important is the task to monitor
structural damage via degradation of time correlation.
If we call a2012(t) the acquisition carried out, let us
say last year and a2013(t) the acquisition we have just
performed, the comparison between the autocorrelation
of signal a2012(t), Corr[a2012,a2012] and the correlation
between signals a2012(t) and a2013(t), Corr[a2012,a2013],
gives a picture of the structure alterations.

It is very important in this case that the tests are executed with a strict protocol. In fact, the data sets have
to be strictly identical in terms of the number of acquisitions and very similar in terms of excitation. As an
example, when the excitation is performed with a hammer, it is mandatory for the percussion impulses to be
very similar to each other.
It is worth mentioning that the correlations between
the signal acquired in a short period of time help us in
calibrating, for example, the hammer excitation. In
fact, let a(t) and b(t) be measurements separated by a
few minutes. If we are reasonably sure that in this short
time interval nothing has changed in the structure,
Corr[a,a] compared to Corr[a,b] will show whether the
two impulses have the same energy. Up to this point,
the normalisation of data is possible, in the obvious
form
Corr½a, a = k2  Corr½b, b

ð2Þ

from which one can find k.

Conclusion
This work tries to show some of the advantages one
can achieve using the time-superposition method. The
method allows acquiring data from accelerometers in
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separated time–space circumstances. Although the
starting point has been the necessity to carry out measurements in wide contexts using normal-sized apparatus, this work goes further by giving deeper significance
to the process of superposition. The method mainly
allows two operations: to integrate sets of measurements taken at different times and to integrate sets of
measurements containing different points of measurement (taken in different places). The latter is a precious
feature when dealing with very large structures, such as
big buildings comprising a number of different parts.
In practice, the procedure allows separate measurements to be taken for each part, having in common one
‘glue’ point. This is achieved by accomplishing the first
step consisting of a way to superpose sets of measurements captured at different times and by looking at the
correlation between them. As a desired side effect of
this method, we can point to the smoothing property of
the time superposition, which leads to an easier estimate and interpretation of the final data.
The methodology described has been fully validated
via an extensive experimental test performed on an
ancient building. The experimental tests showed very
good agreement with an FE numerical investigation.
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